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Introduction
At Hollie Guard, we like to keep things simple! 

design. You want and app that works, 

the ground up to be as simple as possible to use.
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Send the alert

Facebook and Twitter account, ensuring maximum exposure

Gather evidence

is activated. 

evidence is not stored on the phone, but instead on the Hollie Guard website. 

Hollie Guard works in 3 simple steps:

Step 1: Activate Hollie Guard

on Hollie Guard BEFORE

BEFORE walking home after a night out. 

from the moment Hollie Guard is activated, even 

need be.

Step 2: Activate the alert

shaking

the slider (if enabled)

a reason and we therefore INSTANTLY and automatically do several things:

BASIC USE
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Step 3: Activate the alarm

shaking the phone again. 

ear piecing alarm sound, and 

 

Disabling an alarm

date of birth (DOB) as a pin code.  

BASIC USE

by entering your date of birth (DOB) as a pin code.  

Disabling an alert
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The Journey feature

JOURNEY 

Overview & Usage

given an option to trigger an alert.

locations, tap on the search bar and a list will appear on 

the bottom.
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Using the Meeting Alarm

MEETING ALARM

Setting up a meeting

when meeting an estranged partner, going on a blind date or working alone on a 

rooftop where falling over and immobilising oneself, being undiscovered could be a 

real threat to life.

This feature works in lock screen mode, ideal as a tool for lone workers and for 

discretion in a handbag or pocket.

contacts and the monitoring authorities who dispatch response vehicles or call the 

police. 

Timer activation

When meeting details have been completed, tap submit 

and the meeting timer will begin counting down. Poor 

the phone will not affect an alert being sent when the 

countdown has completed. 

chance to add more time or cancel the countdown. 

date of birth (DOB) as a four digit pin.  
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Man Down feature

MEETING ALARM

When to use it

This feature allows users performing dangerous tasks to activate an immediate alert as 

soon as the user becomes motionless. An example would be a lone worker performing 

How to use it

Important to note
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Extra functionality

FEATURES

the app is closed it will escalate and prioritise the alert, allowing the monitoring center to know 

that a user has been forced to cancel the alert. The app is still monitoring despite appearing to be 

“logged out”. 

Heartbeat

The heartbeat feature provides reassurance that an alert has been triggered via a vibration once 

the alert has been raised.

Features Explained
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We have designed three unique alarm profiles. 

has been raised.

Settings

APP SETTINGS

Main Menu

Alarm test

Facebook/Twitter login

Wallpaper
 

basic profile.

Contacts 

Basic

The basic profile makes it clear 

Guard is in after the first shake. This 

would not necessarily be obvious 

phone. After the second shake, the 

phone will go into maximum alarm 

mode with strobe lighting. You can 

customise this profile with a picture 

even further.

Deterrent

This profile makes it very obvious 

that an alert has been raised 

and video evidence have been 

uploaded. This is done to deter

would be attacker from continuing 

the attack or stealing the phone. 

After the second shake the phone 

will go into maximum alarm mode 

with strobe lighting.

We understand that you might 

not want anyone to know that an 

alert has been raised. For example, 

in a domestic abuse situation, 

awareness of the alert being raised 

could escalate matters. The stealth 

mode is completely silent and 

hidden from view. There are no  

protection.
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Alarm volume

maximum to have optimal deterrent effect.

Double tap to activate (iPhone)

 

Slide to activate (Android)

Shake to activate

Shake strength  

set off an alert.

Pulse

confidence levels.

Video length
The length of each video recorded 

minimum 10 seconds and maximum 30 

seconds. We recommend shorter clips as 

network.

Number of videos

recorded and uploaded minimum 1 video 

maximum  

10 videos.

You can also restore the original preset 

RESTORE.

APP SETTINGS
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The Hollie Guard website

Alert page

Facebook and Twitter. The alert page contains all the data captured from the incident such as tracking data and 

Tracking

Google map. The tracking 

after the attack in real time. 

Video

automatically

phone, when you raised the alert. 

contacts to see what is happening 

members etc.

Your details

The user can add information about themselves 

when calling for help on behalf on the user.

Alert status

know when the location is 

being tracked or updated. 

the alert date and time. 

!

Tracking icons

GREEN RED.  

The Hollie Guard ICON is their current location.

THE HOLLIE GUARD WEBSITE
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Your user account
 

website there are several areas available to Hollie Guard 

subscribers. 

My Alerts 

share these via either Facebook or Twitter. 

All alerts are registered and kept on the secure server 

the alert alongside with the video evidence gathered at 

the time. 

My Details

tributes and language abilities etc. This information is 

My Contacts

one 

contact for free users.

THE HOLLIE GUARD WEBSITE

Contact Us

holliegazzard.org


